"After a long time of trepidation, an immeasurable number of emails, and even more confidence, we were able to welcome around 50 participants back to Würzburg in July 2021 for the 10th anniversary of the A-Dok under the title "How my research creates knowledge". Some participants also joined us digitally. For all of us it was not only the first conference in presence and under strict Corona conditions since the beginning of the pandemic, but also a hybrid experiment, where the online participants could also take part in the events on site with the help of a buddy system. On Friday, the pre-workshop on the topic of "Good Publications – How do I achieve this?" kicked off a colorful weekend, during which we discussed networking and science communication in addition to exciting talks and posters on the various doctoral projects. After almost two years of online conferences and endless Zoom sessions, it was especially the personal exchange over good food and drinks that brought back a homely A-Dok feeling. The evening program was accordingly classic Franconian. After a pleasant dinner, some of the participants went to the vineyards to enjoy the view over the city with a bit of local wine, while others were content with the cozy ambience of the Würzburg wine taverns. Besides the joy about the complete success of the workshop, the last bit of tension left us as organizers, when even after 14 days no report about possible illnesses had reached us. In this spirit, we would like to thank all participants for the wonderful experience and the exemplary compliance with all measures. Special thanks also go to the sponsors as well as the DGPs, without whom the workshop would not have been possible in this form, and to Prof. Kunde, who did not put any obstacles in our way but trusted in our common sense."

(AK&FM)